We calculated the polarisations of the emission cross sections of the 21S-3113 and 21P-31D 
We have shown that the measured charac teristics of excitation functions originate in the type of potential curve crossing and the coupl ing scheme of the dominant excitation process in the interested energy region1). This fact suggests the calculations of the two-level model may well describe the excitation process, as for the dominant process.
On the basis of above inference we have showed in the previ ous paper2) (we refer it as paper I hereafter) that the two-level coupled equations solved with theoretically predicted or reasonably assumed atomic parameters reproduce the profiles of the measured excitation functions well.
The component of the orbital angular mo mentum along the direction of molecular axis in quasimolecular state is conserved as the magnetic quantum number of the separated atom in the coordinate where the quantum axis coincides with the separating direction of scattered atoms (molecular frame). Hence, align ment arises on the atoms populated by the transition of a fixed coupling scheme because the selection rules of the transition specify the quantum number A in molecular state. The radiation from the atoms is also to show characteristic behaviour of polarisation on energy dependence. In the present paper, we show that the behaviours of the polarisations derived from the excitation functions in paper I explain the energy dependences of the mea sured polarisations of the emission cross sec tions qualitatively. 
The measured polarisations of the triplet transition are smaller than those of the singlet transition all through the observed energy region. 4) This comes from depolarisation by the fine-structure interaction mentioned above. and some results were presented in paper I.
Crossings of the potential energy curves of the low-lying excited levels with the curve of the incident channel have been classified into two types, as shown in figure 1(a 1(b) (the low-energy structure). The excited level of the separated atom correlates to more than two molecular states of outgoing channels. Therefore, we may regard a real excitation function as a compound of those produced by a few excitation processes dominant in the high and low-energy regions respectively. 3.2 The measured excitation functions and polar isations The measured excitation functions and polar isations have been presented elsewhere.1,4) Those of the 31P and 31D levels are shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively.
On the cross section of the 31P level in figure 2(a), the effect of the rotational coupling excitation from the is remarkable in high-energy side (high energy structure) and rather small contribution transition by radial coupling is seen in low-energy side (low-energy structure). On the other hand, the transition by radial coupling makes prominent low-energy structure, and the high energy structure which arises from the transition is recognised in high-energy limit of the observed energy region on the cross section of 31D in figure 3(a). 3.3 The calculated excitation functions and polar isations We calculated the excitation functions of high and low-energy structures separately by the two-level model and added them, as pre viously mentioned. The intensity ratio of the added functions was determined to such a value that the resulting excitation function may reproduce the profile of the measured cross section. The cross section obtained in this method is not always correct. However, the result is useful so far as we are interested in the polarisation of radiation, because the polar isation is derived from the ratio of cross sec tions of aligned levels (see equations 2 to 5), not directly concerning with absolute values of them.
In the calculations, we used curve V0 in figure 2 of paper 1 as the incoming channel potential The observed behaviour of the low-energy structure of the 31P level cross section resembles to that of the 31D level cross section. Thus, we adopted curve V3 in figure 2 of paper 1 for the potential curves of both molecular states of and regarded curve fb in figure 8 of paper coupling elements for both transitions of 3 and curve fb have been obtained by the experimental and the theoretical studies, respectively (see paper I).
The atomic parameters necessary to calculate the high-energy structure of n=3 level cross section are poorly known. The potential energy state dissociating to close to V3 in figure 2 of paper i at a large internuclear distance (R), because V3 connects to the separated atom state of He+ +He(31,3D). At small R, however, it probably lies between V2 and V2' in figure 2 of paper 1 to produce a excitation function which resembles to the high-energy structure of the measured 31P level cross section (cf. figure 7 in paper 1). Contrary to the 31P level cross section, the high-energy structure of the measured 31D level cross section does not attain a maximum in the energy region observed. body-fixed molecular state changes to the spacefixed atomic state at the interaction radius RI and the symmerty axis of the separated atom is fixed to the direction of the molecular axis at RI as shown in figure 7 . Thus, the direc tion of symmetry axis of the atom depends on the size of the interaction radius. The size of RI is, roughly speaking, as large as the size of the region where the difference between the potential energy of the molecular state and the energy of the separated atoms at large R is finite (see figure 2 in paper I). Figures 8 and 9 show the polarisations calculated for the high-energy structure of the 21S-31P transition and for the low-energy structure of the 21P-31D transition at various 
